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A;er decades of research into the causes
of neurodegeneraAve diseases, there is sAll no
cure. Instead of focusing on the neurons that die
in these diseases, they may be treatable by
blocking the metamorphosis of helpful support
cells into toxic support cells, or by
pharmaceuAcally countering the neuron-killing
toxin these harmful cells secrete.
Astrocytes, a type of glial cell, are the
most abundant cell in the brain. Though we have
known about them for over 100 years, very liKle
was understood about their funcAon both in
normal development, and in response to injuries
and in neurodegeneraAon. Key advances in the
past decade have shown that they strongly
promote the connecAons between neurons
(called synapses), as well as provide nutrients
and remove waste byproducts to help keep
these neurons healthy and funcAoning normally.
But what happens when things go wrong?
Astrocytes can rapidly transform into two main
reacAve states as a response to injury and
disease. One state is a scar-forming or "A2"
reacAve astrocyte, which corrals the lesion to
stop expansion of the injury. They are
considered to be beneﬁcial. But the second,
called "A1" reacAve astrocytes, release a toxin
that kills neurons - further exacerbaAng the
injury. We showed that A1 astrocytes are
abundant in various human neurodegeneraAve
diseases like Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and
HunAngton's diseases, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig's disease), and
mulAple sclerosis. What is most amazing about
this presence in human neurodegeneraAon is
that these A1 toxic astrocytes are present
exactly in regions where the neurodegeneraAon
is most prominent, and not elsewhere in the
brain - strongly suggesAng that A1 astrocytes
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contribute to the death of neurons in
neurodegeneraAve disorders. But how do nonreacAve astrocytes turn into nasty reacAve A1s?
Another type of glial cells, microglia, so called
because they are incredibly small, are the
resident immune cells of the brain (read also the
Break:
The power of our adapAve immunity against
Alzheimer's Disease). These cells are primed to
respond rapidly to a wide array of insults to the
brain: infecAon, trauma, disease, and many
others. We have been studying the interacAons
between microglia and astrocytes for some Ame,
and have recently discovered a cocktail of signals
that microglia secrete in response to these
injuries. This cocktail released by microglia into
their environment is both required and suﬃcient
to turn non-reacAve astrocytes into reacAve A1s.
Once we knew how A1 reacAve astrocytes are
made in the brain, we went on to study what
they do. We knew that non-reacAve astrocytes
can promote the formaAon of neuron-neuron
connecAons (synapses) that allow the
propagaAon of electrical signals from neuron to
neuron. In a healthy brain, these synapses are
constantly formed - a process that is needed to
form new memories for example (read also the
Break: Where is the Engram?). First, we found
that A1 cells lack the ability to promote the
formaAon of synapses.
Another important role of astrocytes is
their capacity to provide nutriAonal support to
neurons and keep them healthy. Although A1
astrocytes sAll appear to provide this support to
neurons, we found that they also secrete a toxic
factor that can kill many diﬀerent types of
neurons. A;er we knew that it is only the A1
reacAve astrocyte and no other cells in the brain
that can kill all these neurons, we tried blocking
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the formaAon of A1 astrocytes in an injury
model where we knew that neurons would
normally die. We found that without the
presence of A1 astrocytes neurons did not die.
In neurodegeneraAve diseases, many neurons
die over Ame, and the ones that don't die show
reduced formaAon of synapses. These are
precisely the changes that A1 reacAve astrocytes
bring about. And we have found A1 reacAve
astrocytes suspiciously in all the right places in
human neurodegeneraAve disease. We are now
working to see if A1s possibly drive
neurodegeneraAve diseases, and hope to
provide opportuniAes for the development of
new treatments for diseases in which our brain
cells die.
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